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Definition of clear speech

Clear speech is a speaking style adopted by talkers when speaking in difficult communication situations.

- Lombard speech (noisy environment)
- L2 oriented or hearing-impaired oriented speech
- Infant or computer oriented speech

According to the speech style talkers adopt, different acoustic features are met.

**Clear speech** is a speaking style adopted by speakers in an attempt to maximize the clarity of their speech in non-noisy conditions and is proven to be more intelligible than **Casual speech**.
How can we transform casual speech in clear speech?

The simplest algorithm

- Find a database of clear and casual speech and test that clear speech is indeed clear.
- Find which acoustic features are different.
- Transform the features of casual speech to mimic the features of clear speech.
- Test the modified corpus under noise to check the intelligibility.
Acoustic features

Clear and casual speech differ in

- f0 value and range
- vowel space
- Long Term Amplitude Spectra between 1000-3100Hz (Lombard like) and above 4000Hz
- word and sentence duration (word elongation and pause insertion)

These features are not consistent to all speakers...
The impact of these features to intelligibility is not known.
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Does slowing down help?

- Examining the role of speaking rate in the clear’s speech intelligibility
- Performing modifications on casual signals to enhance intelligibility
  - time-scaling
  - spectral modifications using Spectral Shaping and Dynamic Range Compression
Proposed method for evaluating the effect of duration and spectral modifications on speech intelligibility.

Figure 1: Methodology of evaluating the effect of duration and spectral modifications on speech intelligibility. Clear and casual speech sentences derive from the read speech of LUCID database.
Spectral Shaping and Dynamic Range Compression

Figure 2: Performing Spectral Shaping and Dynamic Range Compression on signal $x(t)$
Subjective evaluations

Figure 4: Subjective Measure Score for the 5 set of signals for different levels of SNR for Native (left) and Non-Native (right) Listeners
Objective evaluations

Figure 3: Objective Measure Score for the five sets of signals for different levels of SNR: Extended Speech Intelligibility Index (left) and Probability of correctly identifying a sentence (right)
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Conclusions.

- clear speech is more intelligible than casual speech both for native and non-native speakers
- modified clear speech in higher speaking rates has lower intelligibility than unmodified clear speech
- modified clear speech in higher speaking rates has higher intelligibility than casual speech for mid and high SNRs
- modified casual speech by Spectral Shaping and Dynamic Range Compression has high intelligibility: **SS-DRC** modified casual speech gives greater intelligibility scores than clear speech in low and mid SNRs and similar intelligibility scores in high SNR. But... it is still not **clear**!
Conclusions..

- Modified casual speech in lower speaking rates has lower intelligibility than unmodified casual speech (looking for an ‘intelligent’ time scale algorithm)
Conclusions...

- Duration is not the only contributing factor to intelligibility. The time-expansion cannot fill the gap of the missing phonetic-level and acoustic-level information.

- Motivation for ‘smart’ time scaling including reconstruction of missing parts and elegant pause insertions.
Motivated...

Segmental time-alignment inappropriate for time-scaling

- lack of the naturalness
- absence of pauses and other acoustic information
- extreme elongation of some parts with “missing” cues
Proposed time-scaling methods

Respect naturalness of speech
  - Uniform time-scaling

Mimic clear speech with some restrictions: add pauses and elongate stationary parts
  - Perceptual Speech Quality measure model (PSQ)
  - Rhythmogram inspired approach (RM)
Detect stationary parts

- elongate stationary parts based on Elongation Index (EI), defined as:
  \[ EI = \begin{cases} 
  L - M, & L - M < \text{threshold} \\
  -1, & L - M > \text{threshold} 
  \end{cases} \]

- L: perceived loudness on the low frequency bands (0-300Hz)
- M: loudness modulations of high frequency bands (around 4000Hz).
- threshold values: [1.3 - 1.4].

Frames that have positive EI are time-scaled by WSOLA using a constant factor.
Detection of non-stationary parts using PSQ model on the sentence “made a s(ign)” a) Loudness in low frequency bands and modulations in high frequency bands (top) b) Elongation index (bottom)
PSQ - detection and insertion of pauses

Detecting pauses

- normalized perceived loudness in the whole band.
- detection of valleys that are 30% lower than the maximum loudness
  - non-aggressive pauses: valleys with very low values, less than 10% of the normalized loudness
  - aggressive pauses: valleys that fall in the middle of word boundaries, (10%, 20%] of the normalized loudness

Inserting pauses

- adding a constant pause for the non-aggressive
- preprocess the aggressive: time-scaling of the signal around the location where the gap will be inserted and apply a hamming window on the center of the valley
RM - pause detection and insertion

- rectifying speech signal and raising it to the one-third power
- convolving it to a “gross” Gaussian window (50msec length)
- detecting the deepest valleys of the resulting envelope
- inserting pauses proportional to the envelope valley depth
Examining the role of speaking rate in intelligibility and performing refinement techniques with pause insertion
Vowel space transformations using frequency warping

RM - example 1

Pause insertion detection

Rhythmogram-based pause detection.
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RM - time-scaling

- extract envelope curve for the “new” signal
- remove the mean of the normalized envelope
- rectify the envelope: valleys become peaks
  - non-stationary parts lie near zero
  - pauses will be time-scaled
- the rectified envelope, scaled by a maximum scaling factor + 1 is the input to WSOLA
Examining the role of speaking rate in intelligibility and performing refinement techniques with pause insertion.

Vowel space transformations using frequency warping.
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Subjective Intelligibility Score for the 5 set of signals for 0dB SNR. The percentage of correctly perceived words for each set for native and non-native listeners and the corresponding standard deviations. The Ucasual, Rcasual and Pcasual refer to the casual speech modified by the corresponding time-scaling techniques Uniform, Rhythmogram-based and PSQ-based.
Examining the role of speaking rate in intelligibility and performing spectral modifications

Refined time-scaling techniques with pause insertion
Vowel space transformations using frequency warping

Evaluations 2/3

Difference of the percentages of correctly perceived words between each set and the casual speech, for non-native. The Ucasual, Rcasual and Pcasual refer to the casual speech modified by the corresponding time-scaling techniques Uniform, Rhythmogram-based and PSQ-based.
Difference of the percentages of correctly perceived words between each set and the casual speech native listeners. The Ucasual, Rcasual and Pcasual refer to the casual speech modified by the corresponding time-scaling techniques Uniform, Rhythmogram-based and PSQ-based.
Conclusions

Proposed time-scaling techniques

- respect naturalness
- create artificial boundaries by successfully inserting pauses
- elongate speech without introducing artifacts

However,

- PSQ and HM could not increase the intelligibility of casual speech:
  - naturalness is altered by elongating and inserting pauses
  - 61% of the speakers reported an intelligibility increase of modified casual speech with the uniform-time scaling
- the uniformly time-scaled casual did not sufficiently and/or consistently increase the intelligibility of casual speech
Examining the role of speaking rate in intelligibility and performing spectral modifications with pause insertion.

Vowel space transformations using frequency warping.

Vowel space differences on clear and casual speech.

- a) Vowel space of clear and casual speech.
- b) F1-F2 shifts
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Defining a frequency warping function

a) F1-F2 exaggerated shifts b) Frequency warping function
Transforming the vowel space of casual speech - Results

a) Casual and Casual warped and clear vowel space
b) Intelligibility tests
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3 Conclusions
Transforming casual speech to clear speech a tricky problem

- Speaking rate helps but time-scaling “disturbs” naturalness.
- Vowel space expansion shows no increase of intelligibility.
- Spectral boosting helps in noise but the signal is no longer clear (in non-noisy conditions).
- f0 doesn’t seem to contribute to intelligibility.
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